A new way to simplify of logic functions.
Description of Method
Based on the cyclical character of Gray code, I take a circumference and divide it in 2 n equal parts, n being the number of variables.
I assign an a, b, c, d… etc., variable to each axis or axes that divide the circumference in For more variables I observed that the process would be the same, knowing that the sectors into which the circumference is divided will always be the result of raising 2 to n.
Beginning with the Truth Table, I will mark the sectors containing 1 and will leave those containing 0 blank.
Then I look for the symmetries between the axes of the sectors whose value is 1.
I start looking at the symmetries with regard to the last variable, that is to say, the most repetitive, leaving for the end the a-and b-variables (vertical and horizontal axes respectively).
With the exception of the symmetries in the a-and b-axes, the other symmetries will only be validated if they exist in the same quadrant.
When the symmetry exists, the symmetrical or variable axis disappears from the term of the equation, in this way simplifying the logic function.
Sample Application
Given Table 1 
Fractal Generation
I have shown how the variables can be presented as a-variable (Fig. 4) , b-variable (Fig.   5 ), c-variable (Fig. 6) , and so on.
If multiple variables are assumed, each one would have a representation in the Luque
Circle, and in addition the following conditions would be fulfilled: Table 1 .
Being a i each one of the variables.
The collection of all variables is equal to the total set and the intersection of all variables is equal to null set.
To explain this better one can rely on Venn Diagrams. What happen when we reach infinite?
If we reach infinite, the conditions [3] and [4] will be fulfilled.
In Figure 13 we can see the representation for the condition [3] , where only four variables are represented. When there are infinite variables the circumference should be completely shadowed and would fulfil condition [3] .
In Figure 14 we can see the representation for condition [4] , where only four variables are represented. When there are infinite variables we would have a shadowed circumference in the centre which would be the intersection of all variables. Then, the condition 4 would be not fulfilled.
To fulfil the condition [4], in the circumference generated due to intersection, I introduce the same system, as can be appreciated on Figures 15, 16 and 17. A fractal is generated as shown on Figure 18 which is repeated to infinite itself. 
Conclusion
The Luque Method presented in this project can substitute for the Karnaugh Method as a good alternative for electronics students. It is also interesting to see the disposition of the Bistables using this method as it is easier to memorise.
A representation of a truth table for infinite variables can be obtained due to the new disposition through fractals.
The information presented above has potential for application in the electronics and automation fields. Further study is necessary.
